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The class of general incomplete multiresponse (randomized block) models, 
in which it is not necessary for all responses to be measured on every experi- 
mental unit, is considered. For p = 2 responses, the optimum model is obtained 
under a reasonable cost constraint and the determinant criterion. The optimum 
model will belong to the subclass of hierarchical multiresponse models but does 
not always reduce to the standard multiresponse model. For general p, similar 
results are obtained under restrictions on the correlations between the responses 
or on the costs of measuring the responses. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a multiresponse experiment with p responses (V, ,..., V,), ZI treat- 
ments ( TI ,..., T,), and a set S* of experimental units. Assume that each possible 
combination of the responses is measured on a (possibly null) set Si C S*, 
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i=l ,*+*1 U, where u = 29 - 1. Further assume that the pattern of heterogeneity 
of the experimental units is such that by the introduction of “complete” blocks 
we can stratify the units so that within each block the units are relatively more 
homogeneous than between blocks. Thus we assume that Si , i = l,..., u, has 
(bp) units which are arranged in b, “complete” blocks. Such a model may be 
called a general incomplete multiresponse randomized block (GIM(RB)) model. 
Let U, = (Si 1 response V, is measured on each block in Si; i = I,..., u}. If 
there exists a permutation (rr ,..., Y,) of (I,..., p) such that U,., 1 ... I U,., , then 
the above GIM(RB) model will be called a hierarchial multiresponse randomized 
block (HM(RB)) model. If further U, = ... = U, , then each response is 
measured on every block and we have a standard multiresponse randomized 
block (SM(RB)) model. 
In p = 2 responses, it is shown in Section 4 that with respect to the deter- 
minant criterion and a reasonable cost constraint (to be defined in Section 2), 
the subclass of HM(RB) models is complete in the sense that given any GIM(RB) 
model there exists an HM(RB) model such that the cost involved under the two 
models is the same, but the determinant of the covariance matrix of the estimates 
of the parameters under the HM(RB) model is less than or equal to the similar 
quantity under the GIM(RB) model. Also, the optimal HM(RB) model (which 
sometimes, but not always, reduces to the SM(RB) model) is obtained. The case 
of an arbitrary number of responses is considered in Section 3 where similar 
results are obtained under certain restrictions on the costs of measuring the 
responses, or the correlations between the responses, etc. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let or’ = (7rr ,..., 7,.J, where 77j denotes the “true effect” of the treatment Tj 
for the response V, . Suppose U, u *.. u Up , U, and LTr n U, have, respectively, 
n,, , n, and n,, blocks. Then the corresponding model will depend upon the n’s 
and hence can be denoted by D(n,; n, ,..., n,; n12 , nra ,..., n,-r,,). Consider 
rr’ = (%I ,..‘, r,,) where jjrj is the mean of the n, “observed yields” of response 
V,. under treatment Tj . Also let .Z = ((u,.J), where ur, denotes the variance 
of an observation on the r-th response V,. , and a,, denotes the covariance 
between the observations on responses V, and V, . 
Let Pl be a (V - 1 x V) matrix such that 
PIPI’ = I*-1 , PJ, = 0, (2.1) 
where 1, denotes the (a x a) identity matrix and Ja denotes a (a x 1) vector 
each of whose elements is unity. Consider the estimate P,jJ, of the maximal set 
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of normalized orthogonal contrasts Ppr . It is well known that the estimate 
P,j, is free from block effects. Let V denote the (p(v - 1) x p(v - 1)) 
variance-covariance matrix of the estimates [(Pljl)‘,..., (Plj,)‘]. Let N = ((a$), 
where n$ = I/q and n$ = nij/ninj , For two matrices A and B of the same 
order, let A * B denote the Hadamard product of A and B (i.e., A * B = ((aijbij)), 
where A = ((Q)), and B = ((bij)). It can be checked that COV(~~‘,...,_Y~‘) = 
(Z * N) @ 1, where @ denotes the Kronecker product (i.e., A @ B = ((QB))). 
Thus letting P = I, &,YI PI , we have 
v = P[(Z * N) @ I,]P’ = (2 * N) @ IVdl ) (2.2) 
and 
/ v  / = 1 z * iv y-1. (2.3) 
Thus 1 V 1 is not dependent on any particular value of P (so long as (2.1) is 
satisfied). 
For a given model D = D(n,; n, ,..., n,; n12 ,..., n,-,,,), the corresponding 
value of 1 V I1l(V-l) = j Z * N /, to be denoted by d(D), represents the deter- 
minant criterion of the efficiency of the model. Thus we may say that D* is 
better than D under the determinant criterion if d(D*) < d(D). We may 
rewrite d(D) in the form 
WI = (~11 ..* u,,) / R * N 1, (2.4) 
where R = ((PA pT1. = 1, prs = u~~(~.,,o,,)-~/~. It is easily checked that the 
trace criterion for the efficiency of the model is 
Tr(V) = (V - 1) i *. 
r=l %- 
(2.5) 
The theory under the trace criterion has been studied in Srivastava and 
McDonald [6, 71. 
The above shows that the determinant criterion is not dependent on the scale 
of measurement of the response while the trace criterion will be meaningful 
only if all responses are measured in the same scale. In this paper we consider the 
problem of the selection of the model D such that A(D) is minimized subject to 
the following cost consideration. Let #,, denote the initial cost of making available 
one block of v  experimental units, and I,$. , (r = l,..., p), the cost of measuring 
response V, on the ZJ units of one block. For the design D = D(n,; n, ,..., n,; 
%2 ,***> fb.--1.D ) the associated cost #(D) is given by 
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We are thus faced with a nonlinear programming problem, with the right side 
of (2.4) as the objective function, and (2.6) and 
no >, ma+, , . . . . n,), nrs d min(n, , n,), (r, s = I,... , p), (2.7) 
as the constraints. Further n o , n, and nTs must be positive integers. We, however, 
ignore this and assume that the optimal no , n, and n,, will be rounded off to 
integral values. 
For any I/J’ > 0, let {#‘} denote the class of all GIM(RB) models such that 
9(D) < $‘, and let [#‘I denote the subclass of HM(RB) models contained in {$‘}. 
This motivates 
DEFINITION 2.1. A design D* E {#‘> is defined to be at least as good as 
D E {#‘} relative to the detemrinant criterion, if 
VW*) G w> and d(D”) < d(D). (2.8) 
If one of the inequalities in (2.8) is strict, then D* is said to be better than D. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The subclass [$‘I is complete with respect to {$‘I under the 
determinant criterion, if for any D E (#‘} there exists a D* E [$‘I such that D* 
is at least as good as D. 
Throughout the remaining sections it is assumed (without loss of generality) 
that the responses have been numbered so that & < & < ... < $, . We will 
also use the notation 
A* = #o + $4 + ... + $4, (i = l,..., p). W) 
3. THE OPTIMALITY OF HM(RB) AND SM(RB) DESIGNS 
We first prove a lemma which is used in the sequel. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let m, ,..., m, denote, respectively, the values of n, ,..., n2, which 
maximize f = nF=, ni , subject to the cost constraint (2.6). Then (a) Let k be the 
smallest integer such that 
where k can take the values 2, 3 ,..., p. Then m, = -.. = rnkml >, mk >, ... > m, . 
(b) I f  (3.1) does not holdfor any value of k (2 < k < p), thea m, = m2 = 
... = m 2,‘ 
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Proof. Consider mi and mi+r , (i = l,...,p - 1). If the lemma is not true, 
then for some i, we must have mi < m,+l . Let ma = max(m, ,..., m,). Two cases 
arise: (I) m, # m,+l , (II) m,, = m,+l . For case I, let mi = m - c and mi+r = 
m + c* where m, E, and E* are selected so that E > 0, E* > 0, m(#, + I+G~+~) =
mih + mi+l#t+l and 4’ = Am, + Am1 + ... + #i(m - c> + #i+l(m + e*> + 
... + *,m,. Thus we have 
y+ = l/&c*. (3.2) 
Let fi* denote the product over r = l,..., i - 1, i + 2 ,..., p. Then 
74 
fj m, = (m - 4(m + c*) fi* m, > m2fi* m, , (3.3) 
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if and only if 
m(c* - 6) > EC*. (3.4) 
By (3.2), inequality (3.4) is equivalent to 
4*i - !k+l)wi+l I=- c*, (3.5) 
which is impossible since by assumption, zji < #i+l . For case II, assume that 
m, = mi+l . Here, by replacing &+i by (I+$, + &+i) throughout the above 
argument, a contradiction is reached in the same manner as in case I. Thus, 
in both cases we conclude that mi > mi+r . 
Since & < &+i , (i = l,...,p) the assumption (k - 2) &-r < @-, implies 
that (j - l& < #fW1 for j = 2, 3 ,..., k - 2. Also, from the above argument 
we have m,, = m, 3 m2 > ~~~~m,.Assumethatm,>m,.Letm,=m+~ 
and m2 = m - E*, where m, E and E* are selected so that E > 0, E* > 0, 
mt&* = ml+,* + m,#, , and m#‘,* = A*@ + 4 + 92(m - c*> + Zs2 m, - 
Thus 
*1*e = yG22,*. (3.6) 
Now 
2, 9 
(m + c)(m - l *) n m, > ma fl m, 
r-2 r==2 
(3.7) 
if and only if 
m(c - c*) 2 be*. (3.8) 
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By (3.6) inequality (3.8) is equivalent to 
m& - 1cIl*Nl* > c* (3.9) 
Clearly, inequality (3.9) is impossible since, by assumption, +a < &*. Thus, 
we reach a contradiction of the assumption m, > m2 and conclude that m1 = m2 . 
The proof of the lemma is completed by repeating in a similar manner the 
above procedure (K - 2) times where, at the i-th step, (i = I,..., K - 2) we 
assume that m, = *** = mi+l > ml+a 3 1.. 3 mp . 
LEMMA 3.2. We have 
d(D) > (ull 1.. u,,)(nl ... n,)-l 1 R I. (3.10) 
Proof. It is well known (see, e.g., Marcus and Mint (1964)) that if A = ((ars)) 
and B = ((brJ) are ( p x p) symmetric positive semidefinite matrices, then 
I~*~I~(~~,,)IBI+(~b,)IAl-lAil~,. (3.11) 
T=l r=1 
The result follows by substituting N and R for A and B, and noting that 
lRIG1. 
THEOREM 3.1. If ( p - I)$, < I,& , then the optimum model belonging to 
{#‘} is the standard multiresponse (SM) model with nT = n,., = $‘/&,*, (r f  s; 
r, s = 1 ,...) p). 
Proof. Let D E (#‘} be an arbitrary model. Consider the SM model, say D*, 
with n, = n,, = #‘/&* = m (say), (r f s; r, s = l,..., p). From (2.4) and the 
definition of N we have 
w*) = bll *.* up,> I (l/m) I9 * R I = h ..* u,,/W I R I. (3.12) 
Thus, inequality (3.10) implies that 
d(D) - d(D*) 2 (uI1 *.. u,,)((nl ..a n,)-’ - m-P) I R I. (3.13) 
From Lemma 3.1 the inequality (p - 1) #,, < I& implies (nr ... n,) < mp. 
Hence d(D) - d(D*) > 0. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If z,bl = & = -0. = #, , then the SM model is optimal. 
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From Theorem 3.1, it is seen that if the costs of measuring the responses 
641 P $2 >‘*-I A) are not ‘appreciably different’, or if the cost of an experimental 
unit #,, is ‘high’ (as is, in a sense, implied by the inequahty (p - 1) 4, < $,*r), 
then the optimum model with respect to the determinant criterion is the SM 
model. 
Next, we consider the case of uncorrelated responses, i.e., we put R = I, 
in Eq. (2.4). In this case, (2.4) implies that for D E {#‘I, we have 
A(D) = (ull ... u,,)/(n, ..’ n,). (3.14) 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  V, ,..., V, are uncorrelated, then [#‘I is complete with 
respect to (*‘}. 
Proof. Let D E {$I} an d assume without loss of generality that n, 3 n2 > 
.‘. > nr,. Construct D* E [#‘I in the following manner. First, select any subset 
Ur*, containing ni of the n, units in Dl and measure response V, on those units. 
Next, select any subset Us* of Ui*, containing ns units, and measure response 
V, on those units, and so on. Finally, select any subset lJ,* of UC-r , containing 
nD units, and measure response V, on those units. Thus 
since n, < n,, , and from (3.14) we have A(D*) = A(D). This completes the proof. 
In the sequel we shall denote by ml ,.,., m, the values of n, ,..., n, , respectively, 
in the optimum HM(RB) model D* E [#‘I. 
LEMMA 3.3. I f  VI ,..., V, are uncorrelated, and k is the first integer satisfying 
inequality (3.1), then m1 = ... = mkWl 3 ... > m,. 
Proof. Consider Eq. (4.14) and apply Lemma 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.3. If V, ,..., V, are uncorrelated, and k is the first integer such 
that inequality (3.1) is satisfied, then the values of the m’s in the optimum model 
D* E [#‘I are given by 
m, = ... = m,-, = ((k - l)/P)(&/&J7 (3.15) 
mj = WP)W/hX (j = k,..., p). (3.16) 
Proof. This is easily established by using Lagrange’s multipliers. 
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4. THE CASE OF Two RESPONSES 
The remainder of the paper is concerned with the case of p = 2 responses. 
For D E {I,/J’}, we have from (2.4) that 
where p = pIz . Assume, without loss of generality, that n, > n2 , and consider 
the HM(RB) model D* formed by measuring response V, on nl* = n, of the 
blocks and measuring response V, on a subset of n2* = n2 of those blocks. 
Note that D* requires n,* = n, blocks and in D*, V, and V, are measured on 
z&, = ns common blocks. 
Thus, n, > n,*, and 
Since nf2/nz2 < 1, we have d(D*) < d(D), and since n,,* < n, we have from 
(2.6) that #(D*) < #(D). We have established 
THEOREM 4.1. For p = 2 responses, the subclass [$‘I is complete with respect 
to w>* 
Assume, without loss of generality, that z+$ < #, . In Theorem 4.1, it is noted 
that the class of HM(RB) models [#‘I is complete. Thus let m, , m2 , and ml2 
denote, respectively, the values of n, , n2 , and n12 in the optimum model 
D* E [+I. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let p = 2, then yG1 < +2 implies that for the optimum model D* 
(which belongs to [#‘I) we have ml > m2 . 
Proof. The proof is along the same lines as Lemma 3.1 and will be omitted. 
Now assume & < $2, and consider the problem of evaluation of m, and ma 
for the above optimum model D*, we have 
AD*) = hlu22Nlm2m, - f21m12). (4.3) 
Clearly, for the optimum model D* we have #(D*) = &*ml + $2m2 = I,Y. 
Thus, 
m2 = W - *1*mdl*2 . (4.4) 
W*> = (u11~22N(~2/hW - h*mAl) - b2/mlzN. (4.5) 
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Differentiating d(D*) with respect to m, and equating the result to zero, we 
obtain the roots 
m, = #‘[ha + 4p2#1* i v$2(#2 - 8p291*,1 
4~,*(~, + P2$4*) . 
(4.6) 
Let ml+ and ml- denote, respectively, the roots obtained by taking first the 
plus sign and then the minus sign in (4.6). N o ice that the two roots are real if t 
and only if p2 < (1,b,/8t,&*) = p. (say). 
The objective here is to find the value of mi E [I,Y/IJJ~*, #‘/#r*] such that d(D*) 
is minimized. Note that 
Let K denote the value of d(D*) at ml = #‘/#r*. Then (4.5) gives k = 
(71P22(1 - P2>(~2*w’)2- It is easily checked that the Eq. d(D*) = k has three 
real roots if and only if 
p2 < hV1c122 + &b*~5~*) = poo bay). (4.8) 
Two cases arise, the first having three parts: 
(14 *2 d A*, 
(lb) P’ > PO > 
(14 P2 > PO0 > 
(2) *2 > A*, P2 G PO T P2 G PO0 . 
Under case (la), Theorem 3.1 applies. Under (lb), d(D*) has no maxima or 
minima and since d(D*) is continuous, it must be a monotone increasing 
function of m, . Under (lc), the Eq. d(D*) = K has only one real root, viz., 
ml = #M2*, and hence d(D*) attains its minimum value in the interval 
[#‘/JJ~*, #/&*I at the point m, = $I’/#~*. Thus in each part under cases (l), 
it follows that the SM model with m, = m2 = 1+5’/#~* isoptimal. Also, obviously, 
case (2) represents the negation of the union of cases (la, b, c). Under this case, 
the Eq. n(D*) = K d oes have three real roots, and also m,- and ml+ are real. 
Thus, clearly the value of d(D*) at m = m,+ would give a minimum of interest 
to us if ml+ lies in the interval [/J’/#~*, #‘/&*I. From (4.6) it is clear that 
ml+ < W/h*>. Th us, we conclude that under case (2), if ml+ ,( (zJ’/#~*), 
then the SM model is optimal, and otherwise the HM model with m = ml+ is 
optimal. Incidentally, if m,+ is real, and #2 < #i* (i.e., (la) holds), then it can 
be checked that ml+ < F/$J~*, thus implying the optimality of the SM model. 
These results are summarized in 
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THEOREM 4.2. Assume that & < & . I’ & > &*, p2 < min(p, , p,,J, and 
ml+ > #I*2 7 then the optimum model is given by m, = ml+, and m, = 
($’ - ~1*m1+)1~2 , where ml+ is dejned by Eq. (4.6). Otherwise, the SM model 
with m, = m2 = $‘/$2* is optimum. 
Theorems 3.1, 3.3, and 4.2 suggest he following (unproven) 
Conjecture. If #i < -.. < $, and K is the first integer such that 
(k - w,-, G G-2 and (k - 1Wk > &I (if (P - lM, G #Z-I, 
then the 2nd inequality is not applicable), then the optimum GIM(RB) model 
D* E{#‘} is hierarchical with m, = ..* = m,..i > mR > -.. > m, , where rn?, 
(T = l,...,p) is th e d’ t’ t is mc number of blocks in D* on which response V, is 
measured. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The results in the present paper indicate that, under the determinant criterion 
and a reasonable cost restriction, the standard multivariate model should often 
be less preferred as compared to certain incomplete multivariate models. In the 
latter class, the hierarchical model seems to be called for most often. This is 
suggested also by the earlier papers (Srivastava and McDonald [6, 71) which use 
the trace criterion. 
The above seems to lead us to the conclusion that at least from the viewpoint 
of general (multiresponse) linear estimation, it is not wise (even from theoretical 
considerations) always to measure every response on every unit. 
Also, though the above results belong to the general area of multivariate 
analysis of variance, it seems to us that analogous results might hold in other 
traditional areas of multivariate analysis, like principal component analysis, 
classification problems, etc. For example, if one wants to estimate, say, the first 
two principal components, should one measure all responses on all units I If not, 
how many units should be under each response 7 We hope to consider such 
problems in later communications. 
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